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Although a commentary on the UNCITRAL draft sales convention had
been prepared by the Secretariat and circulated to Governments, the diplo-
matic conference which met in Vienna did not decide to sanction the publi-
cation of an official or semi-official commentary on the final text of the
international sales convention.' There was no formal debate on the ques-
tion of a commentary as there had been at the 1978 Hamburg Conference
on Carriage of Goods by Sea, where a decision was taken not to publish a
commentary. Several precedents in favor of a commentary could be cited:
the official records for the 1964 conference held at The Hague included a
commentary on the uniform sales laws which was written by Professor
Andre Tunc Wroner;2 and the conference which adopted the 1974 Limita-
tions Convention prepared under the auspices of UNCITRAL, authorized
the publication of a commentary prepared by Professor Kazuaki Sono. 3
The United States expressed particular interest in the adoption of a com-
mentary. In its comments on the 1978 UNCITRAL draft, the U.S. govern-
ment commented as follows:
The United States strongly urges that a commentary accompany the final text.
The existing commentary has been prepared by the Secretariat and has thus far
accompanied the draft as an explanation of its provisions. Such a commentary,
including unofficial captions to each section, has proved most helpful to practi-
tioners in the United States who have studied the draft CISG. It can be expected
that a commentary would facilitate efforts to have the resulting convention rati-
fied. Since the draft CISG contains a number of concepts that are unknown ih
common law systems, a commentary is of special importance to a common law
country such as the United States.4
In the absence of recorded debate on the question of a commentary one can
only speculate on the reasons for not adopting the U.S. suggestion. Perhaps
there was fear that the text of the convention would be ignored in favor of a
more easily read, but unofficial, text of a commentary.
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Several substitutes for a commentary have been published. Professor
John Honnold has published a comprehensive commentary in English 5 and
Professor Peter Schlechtriem has prepared a similar commentary in Ger-
man.6 Both books provide valuable insight into the background of the
Convention and extensive analysis of the final text. In addition, the U.S.
Department of State prepared an introduction to the Convention which
comments on the most important concepts and provisions.7 Law journals,
of course, have published articles analyzing specific aspects of the
Convention. 8
Nevertheless, although the Secretariat's Commentary is not an official
document and has not been updated, it remains an important source of
background information about the policies behind specific provisions of the
Vienna convention.9
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